
CO-BRANDING Opportunity With @BC VAULT 

CO-BRANDING 

Dear Sirs, 

it is with great delight that I can offer you a formal co-branding partnership. 
We all know that “Cooperative Branding” is when two or more brands share a promotion or idea and 
shockingly it’s hardly used at all in the crypto space. 

Co-branding is a useful strategy for many businesses seeking to increase their customer bases, 
profitability, market share, customer loyalty, brand image, perceived value, and cost savings. 

We choose partners very carefully and you would be among the first ones to collaborate on co-branding 
to create synergies based on the unique strengths of each brand. Simply put, our cooperation will 
capitalize on increased customer awareness for both of us and foremost value to your audience.  

 

Renato Uhl,
CEO BC Vault 



Team With 20 Years of IT Security Expertise 

About US
From the ground up, almost everyone in our team, comes from a technical background, computer 
engineering, IT security, electrical engineering, and mathematics. REAL security was founded in 2002 
as a small expert team handling the most complex IT security projects in the Adriatic region. Today, 
Real security core business is in the commercial security space with teams handling embedded to 
enterprise services, along with cutting edge product development and research in blockchain. 

As a company working for almost 20 years in the IT security industry, we’ve successfully managed the 
most critical projects for the financial sector, telco environment and government infrastructure. 
We understand and know how to handle the most demanding projects for protecting and securing 
precious data. We used all this experience and knowledge to design and produce the BC VAULT crypto 
hardware wallet, a product or better to say a complete solution for the blockchain industry and regular 
users alike.  

“Only a few solutions had zero security incidents,  
such as BC Vault. Unique combination of security 
and usability is transforming hardware wallet industry.”   



On Trustpilot

Best Rated Crypto
Hardware Wallet 
The idea of bringing a new solution to the market began three years ago, when we decided to create our 
own solution - the BC Vault - due to a lack of functionalities and operational issues with existing solutions 
on the market at that time. 

We discovered, that by reviewing the available technologies and solutions, we could create a much more 
secure, stable, convenient, and user-friendly product. A solution that is appropriate for both seasoned 
and inexperienced users. It’s that simple! 

   

Costumer reviews 
Check to see if we were successful on Trustpilot. 



The Objectives Of 
This Proposed 
Partnership  

WE believe that this partnership will be a good opportunity 
for you and your team. In particular, we believe that it will:  
   Build your reputation and brand. 
   Generate extra income. 
   Add value to your portfolio.   

The Objectives Of This Proposed Partnership Include The 
Following:  
   Better protection of customers assets. 
   Delivering new products/services.  
   Building security awareness. 
   Profit earning. 
   Be the first to offer your own custom crypto hardware wallet. 
   Best possible use of resources. 
   Regular innovations. 
   Creation of new channels. 
   Creation of new costumers. 
   Localised versions of the BC Vault app. 
   Supply of Quality Goods and services.   



Customised and co-branded version of the BC Vault 
hardware crypto wallet (with your logos and designs) for 
up to 40% discount of the regular price.

Dedicated link for on-line orders.

Promotion of co-branding on our social media links.

Language localisation. 

Optionally your promotional leaflets in every BC Vault box 
shipped.

Every month 3 free BC Vaults for award campaigns. 

Co-branded Treasure hunt campaign. 

Review support or AMA sessions with our CTO and founder 
Alen Salamun.   
 

What We Offer



BC Vault For Huobi Exchange

Sample CO-BRANDED
Crypto Hardware Wallet

Quicksilver Edition Sample: 



BC Vault For Crypto.com

Sample CO-BRANDED
Crypto Hardware Wallet

Gunmetal Edition Sample: 



BC Vault

Design Options Are
Limitless
We Have Created An Online Tool Which You Can Use To Create Your Very Own Samples Or Our
Graphic Design Team Will Help You:



Sample Of A Flyer We Are Adding In Every Shipped
BC Vault 

Promoting CRYPTO.COM:

Promotional Flyer In 
Every BC Vault Box



We can support you to organize a treasure hunt with 
awards – treasures (BC Vault, our merch, your items). 
The possibility of inviting big players like Cardano, 
Ethereum etc.   

CO-BRANDED 
Treasure Hunt 
Campaign   

See BC Vault Hidden Bounty Challange in Nevada, US:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srqhViVO4sY



Sample Of RATAROSSA EDITION 

Possibility Of 
CO-BRANDED Merch In 
Our Official Shop  



Some influencers are already using our affiliate program. 
The best way is to do a review and teach visitors how to 
properly protect crypto assets on regular basis. 

Review

See sample Review with Crypto Casey:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBhy4nb5hQA&t=1s 

The review attracted more than 122.000 visitors.



We Are Often Asked:” Why Choose the BC Vault Over 
Ledger Or Trezor?”

Here Are The 30 
REASONS & FACTS Why 
1. BC Vault Stores Backups Securely 
This means that you can give your SD card or Paper QR to a friend without them being able to spend 
your coins; provided your passwords are long enough and cannot be guessed. 

2. No More Time Consuming And User-Unfriendly 
Applications 
BC Vault is fast, reliable and does everything in one single native application. Easily switch between 
different currencies, add new ones and update your firmware with one click. 

3. Proven Security 
Each BC Vault houses the private key for a Bitcoin wallet containing 1 BTC. This bounty wallet is 
encrypted the same way as any other BC Vault wallet. So far no-one has managed to break the 
encryption and take the bounty. 

4. No More Online Attack Vectors 
Your private keys are never exposed to any other device. 

5. No More Batteries And Wireless Connections 
BC Vault does not need to be charged before being used and is protected against wireless attacks. 

6. No More Using Switching Between Different Applications 
For different cryptocurrencies – BC Vault does the magic in one native application. 

7. State Of The Art Random Number Generation 
BC Vault creates revolutionary human powered random number generation using the included 
accelerometer instead of a proprietary chip. 

 8. BC Vault Provides Deep Exchange Integration 
Allowing you to securely swap your coins without leaving the app. All exchange data is cryptographically 
signed by the exchange and checked on the device itself. 

9. Flash Memory Degrades Quickly, Sometimes Even 1 
Year Unpowered Can Be Catastrophic 
BC Vault uses FeRAM which has a 120 years of data retention rate. 

10. No More Hammering Seed Words On A Steel Board 
BC Vault’s backup system is designed to be as quick and easy as possible for the user. 

11. No More Small Display 
And incomplete screen information that causes mistakes – BC Vault has a large display showing all 
information for confirming the transaction. Put away your magnifying glass! 

12. No More Fee Mistakes 
BC Vault warns you before you spend any excessive amount on a transaction. 

13. No Need For More Than One Hardware Wallet 
BC Vault offers creation of more than 2000 independent wallets in one device. One BC Vault can be 
securely shared by multiple people, if they set up their own wallets with unique passwords and pins. 

 

14. No More »Read Protection Attack« And 
»Seed Extraction Attack« 
Like in the case of BIP 39/44 based deterministic wallets and their unfixable security issues due to 
legacy design – BC Vault uses NON – deterministic wallets, which means that any two wallets on the 
same device cannot be mathematically linked. 

15. No More Fear Of Privacy 
With unique chip serial numbers – BC Vault contains no serial or numbers; we know nothing about you. 

16. The Device Is Glued Shut 
To make a coin thief’s job even harder. BC Vault is difficult to open without noticeable damage to the 
outside. 

17. BC Vault Offers You transparent And Seamless
SegWit Support. 
BC Vault handles SegWit addresses like different variants of a standard addresses. One wallet on the 
BC Vault contains the sum of all different wallet types. The user never needs to fiddle with 
implementation details. 

18. No More HW Wallets With Successful And Proven Attack 
Methods 
BC Vault according to a Forbes quote belongs to a few solutions that have had zero security incidents. 

19. No More Firmware Corruption 
BC Vault uses dual flash which protects the firmware even in the case of power or connection loss. 

20. BC Vault Supports All ERC-20 Tokens 
All manageable in ONE native application. 

21. BC Vault Offers Browser Agnostic API support 
Even Internet Explorer 11 will work with BC Vault. 

22. Existing Solutions Based On The Web3 Library 
Can effortlessly add support for BC Vault. 

23. Industry Standard 
U2F and Windows, Linux and OSX support. 

24. BC Vault Enables You Also To Delete Certain Wallets 
That you do not want to keep on your device. This will securely erase their private keys and all traces of 
them in the FeRAM. 

25. What Real Users Think Of BC Vault 
BC Vault has the highest rating on TRUST PILOT for any cold wallet. 

26. BC Vault Has Certificate Of Conformity 
And is in compliance with international safety standards: EN 60950-1 :2006 + A 1:2010 + A2:2013 + A 
11 :2009 + A 12:2011. 

27. BC Vault Has Complete Security Assessment Certificate 
And Successfully Passed: 
Architecture review, Software and Hardware penetration tests and Security review. 

28. BC Vault Provides Comfortable And Secure Exchange 
Between different crypto currencies you hold on the device. 

29. BC Vault Is Available In 
English, German, Chinese (Mandarin) and Slovenian language. 

30. BC Vault Is Adopted Also for Left Hand Users. 
Simply turn the device around and you can use the pad with your left hand! 

 
For more information, please contact us at: 
info@bc-vault.com 
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